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5 0. f ntroduction 
Let El be a simpiy connected space and consider the diagram 
where K, = A’(ZP. m), n’ is the path fibration, and n is the induced fibration via 
the mapfi Let 1, E Ii”%, be the fundamental c ass. With ZP (the field of p ele- 
ments) coefficients in cohomoiogy, awme 
(a) m > 2 (and, in partitular. P is simply connected). 
ib)P $n * 0 (so P # A’,, __ 1 x B), 
(c) f‘F t,, is decomposable (so (52 f)* = 0). 
ThenH*52P=H*ik’,~_t @ ,H * St B as algebras, but not necessarily as Hopf alge- 
bras. 
There are many elements in H fr+ 2Q.P .Nhich restrict to the fundamental class 
‘m__2 of’iP -%I,_ 2. We shall define a particular transpotencc class qf which 
does so. There are a number of obvious questions about this ciass. For example: 
( 1). Is qf primitive? 
The class corresponds to a honititopy clans of maps SZ P -+ K,,, _. 2. Both QP and 
K,__ 7 are associative HI-spaces (if we take $2 to be the associative Moore loop func- 
tar). A map between associative H-spaces i said to be an A, map if it is higher ho- 
m~t~py associative in a specific way. A class {such as q-j is an A, class if it may be 
f~~l~~~ted by an A, map. 
( 2). Is q- an A, clati? 
If gf were an A, class for each rr then it would be in the image of the suspension 
o + : QH * P -+ H * St P, which is impossible. 
(3). For which vafue of k is $I an A&__ I class but not an A, dass? 
x main rest& on this question is 
c attack these problems by using the Eilenbezg--Moore spectral sequence 
E,(Pj = Cot~or~pnP(zp, zp ) - PP. 
GE FH * In P = Ef l *(P), where F is the cobar cjanst rue tion 
ets for cobars. Stasheff 120) proves that u is an A, class 
= 0 for each r< k. So we turn to study differentials in E”(p) 
and algebraic generalizations thereof. This is the main body of the paper. A typical 
result rs the following: 
If P i5 a stable two&age Postnikov system, then E,(iq is a spectral rdxpen~e of 
Hopf algebras. Clark 171 Ehows that the only possible non-zero differrmtiais are of 
the form dpli_ f and dzpR_ 1. Corollary 4.3. shows that each of these occurs. 
The proofs of these theorems are most efficiently done in a purely algebmic on- 
text. The spectral sequence E,(P) is a special case of the spectral sequence 
ere K is a principal ided domain. A is a ffiA algebra. and 61 is the Ibar construc- 
etrieve E,(p) by setting A = C* P and noting that H?A is cihain equi- 
under mild hypotheses. f 
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The cIass qf E H I* -- 2 s1P arks because of the relation n * f*:m = 0 in HnlP. 
So we are led to consider elations R in HmA and try to make explicit the state- 
ment from folklore that relations yield differentials. 
A relation in HA is a non-zero element of Tor$**(K, K) CT I&I QIDHtq &I. For 
exampie, xyr = 0 would be written R = xy Qd z = x 43 yr. A relation has filtration k 
if it lies in (E4 )k‘- t @fi,al HX It cdn then be written as 
for xi I E m. Given a relation R of filtration k, there is defined a transpotence 
&m&t g(R) E H&l/lm u + (which specializes to qf in the topological cases dis- 
cussed above). The main algebraic theorem is 
This theorem is analogous to the work of J. Peter May on differentials and 
Massey products in the Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence, and in fat t the notions 
of Massey product and transpatence are dual, in a sense made precise by Theorem 
2.5. 
Once Theorem 2.2 is obtained, it is easy to produce algebraic differentials of 
the type mentioned in Coroilary 4.3. In general, it is a non-trivial geometric 
p,~blem to show that the differential is non-zero in a particular geometric situation. 
Uur paper splits into two parts. The first part is an exposition of the various 
algebraic tools needed to develop Theorem 2.2 and related results on transpotence 
and loop operations. The second part is the application of the algebraic machinery 
to the topological problems at hand - to prove Corollary 4..3. Theorem 4.7 and 
related theorems. 
Q 1. Definitions 
Throughout his paper, fur a principal ideal domain K and consider &graded 
modules over K of finite type. Let A be a U3A K-algebra with differential dA of 
degree +i (e.g., the cochain complex of a topological space). We assume through- 
out that A is connected and that A, HA and Ker(cjA ) are K-flat. If x EM,, some 
graded &module, then set 2 = (- 1 )nilx. 
The (reduced narmakcd) bar eorrstmctim BA is a bigralded h’-module such 
that 
if A is zero in negative degrees then B *%*A is Nan-zero nly in the second quadrant. 
rite a K*generator of B-“54 as [a* I . . . I ~~1. The Alexander-Whitney map 
sBA the structure of a K-coalgebra. There are two differentials on &A. The 
intm1 differential di : ffekA + Bvsk+lA is given by 
Tke GWWMI differential & : l@A + 8”*l l &A is given by 
&fining #‘A = bDj+j = ,, #iA and the total differential dT = 8’ + & : PA 
4 lP*IA it is routine to show that (&I, d*) is a differential Lcoalgebra. The 
differentis Tar functor [4] Tar, (K. K) is defined to be H@A ;&. If $.. zz 0, 
then under flatness assumptions this reduces to the usual defmition of Tar. 
The duafization of the above construction yields the cobac construction on the 
co&ebra A, = ffomKfA. K). Since we need to intraduce noWiOn, we do this 
pllkitly. 
Let Cbe a DCA K-coalgebra with differential #’ of degree - 1. (Finite type 
ami flatness Bptions stiil hoid.) The (reduced normalized) eobur c’clns~~ctitm 
FC is a bigraded K-module such that 
rite a K-generator of F_,,,,C as [cl il. . . ti cn Ia The juxtapositian map 
tt~e strucme of a K-algebra. There are two differentials cm FC. The irzm-m~l 
rentiai 8, : F,,J - .FE,~ _ I C is given by 
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The extprrrral differen ti;ll 3, : F’ &’ --* Ffl _ I ,&’ is given by . . 
i+Jq Il... Hc,*fl=z[t-~ u... iicl_ Hc;u... Sc,,~, 
where $cj = cj @ 1 + t QD ej + I: t-i QD ~7 is the coproduct on C. 
Defining F,,C = @i+j s n F, C and the total differential i+ = 3, + a, : I;‘,$’ i I 
-tfi ,&I’, it is again true thst (FC, i3,) is a differential algebra. We define 
Cut&& A’) = H(FC; i),); note that this agrees with the classical definition of 
Cotor (see [ 1.4.9 ] ). 
For simplicity of notation we henceforth write TorA for TorA (K, K) and WotorC 
Sor Cotorc(K, K’,. 
If the DGA algebra A has differential of degree --. 1 then we switch from upper to 
lower indices in the bar construe tion: Bn, J = 2 1511 n for N > 0. (Thus homological 
degree is inverted, and interna degree is preserved. j In this case we write To@ 
= H(&4 ; dT). Similarly, if the DGA coaigebra C has differential of degree + 1 then 
P+C= z;‘ en and CotorC = H(FC; @). This will cuur when we fiu a DCA algebra 
A of degree + i and consider C J RA, 
Consider the differen tiaf coalgebra C = A, = Horn&& K). Under the standing flat- 
ness and finite type assumptions. there are Kronecker isomorphisms 
(1*1) y : H& I* Ham&M. K) as coalgebras, 
(1.2) 7 : FA + + HomK(&4. K) as differential algebras, 
( 1.3) 7 : Cototi + + WomK(TorA, K) as algebras. 
Given a bicomplex M with differentials dr and dE (such as i3A or FC’,), there is 
an associated spectral sequence with Et = H(M; Jl), E, = H(H(M; dt ); dE) and 
which, under certain connectivity and finiteness assumptions, converges to 
H(M; elf + &) (see [ 141, X1.6) ). If M is a differential algebra (,coalgebra) then Er 
is a spectral sequence of different ial algebras (coalgebras). 
Write zr(A 1, for the spectral sequence of coalgebras based on the bicomplex BA 
which converges to TorA and has gct(,4 ) = B” %fA and i:‘;‘(A) = Tori\. Similarly, . 
write 1c;f(A +), for the spectral sequence of algebras based on FA * which converges 
to Cotor * and has ‘:;’ r(A *) = Fs #f,4 rc and E: r= Cot&IA *. The Kronecker 
map induces an isomorphism of siectral sequen’ces of a&&as 
( 1.4) 7 : iT(A,) -+ Hon&A), K), 
which (n7dlncides with ( 1.3) for r = tx, with f 1.3) using HA, for F 2, and with ( 1-2) 
for r = 1. 
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The suspension chain map u : A + BA is given by O(Q) = [rr] . It i.r~ducss 
os : HA --* HBA. Note that de&r) = --.de&iA ). T’herc is a chain map p : A -MBA 
defined by p(a) = i la) 1. 
Proof. See 13, Expoti 7, IMor&me 62). 
We note tfrat a homology inverse to pI is given by (p+)’ *(c) = [[cl]. Theorem 
1. I. requixs that A be connected ; certain spectral sequence arguments require that 
A he Lconnectc;;d. The finite type assumptions are vital to insure that the various 
Kronecker maps behave properly. 
We assume some familiarity with the jargon of Massey products (see [ J 2, 161). 
Faint-heartedncss and troublesome signs inhibit us from formulating the matrix 
y product generalization, though we have every reason to think that the 
natural matrix generalization would be correct. 
SUPPOE tli E HmiA for 1 G i < k. Chow cycles ai f ,4 with Cls(Ui) = Ui. A 
ckfming system for 14 t, . . . , uk is a callet tion of elemen ts aiej E A for 1 G i <: j
k + I and i-i C k, with CiSfOi,i+ 1) = Ui and 
where Z = (-- i~fa%. Defining systems need not exist. F’or example, the exis- 
terlGc of Pt ,3 implies that aI ,ta2 3 is a boundary, so that tit l u2 = 0 in HA. If 
ch a system exists, however, t&n we defme the Masey prucQlccr (U1, . , . , tl$ 
to be the subset ofHA consisting of dilf those eIements of the form ~ls(fG++~+~ )” 
where we range over aIf possible defining systems. 
G retation R in H”A is defined to be a non-zero element of Torl;$’ 
2 Ker(&4 Q$A -+ @!#) 12, p. 126j * where RA = Ker(HA 4 K) is the aug- 
entaiion ideal, For example. if x_vr = 0 in HA then we have a relation 
ilenberg- Msore spectral sequence g*(A ) converging to TorA 9 the element 
2,nt 
&&‘4 
2x q-237 (A ) is a permanent cycle. since q-***(A) = 0 for I 3 2. 
We define the tmspr~rene~ g(R) C i-i m--2l3A to be the set of those elements 
which, maciuio tIltration, are represented in&TgZ*m = c_$PV25A/ f _1H”z-25A 
by R, where F_, is the filtration of HBA induced by the spectral sequence con- 
struction. The indeterminacy of g(R) is FJf*BA = E”;!**(A) = Im(o* : HA 
--$ HTBA) and we have 
As an example, cionsider pi E HA with P 1 . . . vk = 0. The ccrrcsponding relation R 
is q 03 w2. . vk E HA GD, &4. It is reprz,ented in &(A ) by Itir I v2 . . . vk 1. 
Let oi be qcles in A reprttsenting v,. Then a1 . . . ak = df4 m for z>rne element m, 
since q . . . vk = 0. The class 
is a Jr cycle in A” - L A. Let q be its hornoiogy tfsss in H5A. 
IHI) is of higher filtration and [al 1 u, . . . ak 1 represents 1~ 
two chokes of representatives of R lead to vaiues c-tf q which arc homologous. Dif- 
ferent chokes of HI lead to values of 9 which differ by dT cycles of homulogical 
degree -- I, hence in the image of the hwspension. 
We detine a filtration of Tor$** as follows: R has fihutinn k if R E (HA)x - i 
(xIHA(hh 1. Since I”$ @,4 )i = 0, each relation has some ftjtration. if R has filtratioln 
k then there are eIementsxj,, El?’ such that 
For example. if R is the relation x1x2x3 + .QY~.+~~x~ = 0 for Xi E &A. then R 
has filtration 3 (fur wecan write R =x,x2 @x3 +x4(x5x6) @ (x7x8)) but R my 
or may not have filtration 4 - depending on whether or not x1x2x3 
= Ef a ,f~2.fJ’S,f-b,f for tijrnc yLf E HA. 
IfR is the relation q vL . . . Q__ ‘i 0 vk, we will often abbreviate p(R ) 
=$7Iq,. . . ( vk ). I. f R is the refatian vk -I 0 tr, we will further abbreviate g(R) 
= ‘pk(v). This latter notation agrees with Gitier [ IO]. 
We close this section with an example. Suppose HA is commutative and 
xy f yx = 0 in HA. The currespanding relation is R = x 5 y 2 J’ 0 x. In E’; (A), 
,g 2. Algebraic differentials 
PEX& Sitxe J1‘g = &g,, and dS is mduced by taking subquotients from bert the 
conc’fuuon follows immediately from the definition of@ (see f 14, p, 3281 ). 
insider the case M = F&L The associated spectra! sequence of algebras 
l?(BA ) ~onvetges toHFBA 2 HA (by Theorem I.1 ) and has El (&A ) = ??Yf&l snd 
Eq&rt ) = cotar,,~~. Recall from $j 1 that we have O* : HA -WBA. 
Let ClslU,,,) = Xj 1. and choose m such that . 

This corollary generalizes the statement that U*(UP) = 0. In fact, Ker(o*) is 
ncrated by matrix Massey prUdu~~s [ IS]. 
The Kronecker iwmorphism ( 1.1) yields an isomorphism ME4 f = (H&4 )* 
;C:) which respmts the algebra structure and induces a morphism of 
ctfd sequences 
tith y(dp) (I?, = r(x) (iY_v,. The following theorem cannec ts Ttwcwtns 2.2 and 
2.3. and illustrates that the two theorems bear essentially the same mathematica;ti 
content. 
mmf. 
se R is of filtration k and 0 # s(R) C? HBA/Im@*). Then &p(R) 1 tii E@!A ). 
were a permanent cycle then q(R) E Jm(o*), a contradiction. So 
f 0 for =me f. Thearem 3.2 implies that I 2 k-- I. But this need not be 
an quaky, even if R is not of filtration k + 1. We thus turn to a consideration of 
“where” an element of H4 comes from in E’,(BA ); what is the homological degree 
of the ekmerrt in E., (BA j representing it _ 
141 
5 3. Loop operations 
Suppose that (u, , . . . , ut ) is defined in HA and contains zero. Let (Qj,i) be a de- 
fining system. We define the lamp qeration (u,, . . . , u& C HBA to be the set of 
elements in H’A of the form cls(~,~+~ )* where 
and we range over al1 defining systems. The element c) t+l is a cycle with respect 
to the total differential, so cls(ct ,r+t ) is well-defined (compare 113) ). 
wq, . . . ) CQ) is defined in HA then each shrjrter Massey product of the form 
(ui, . . . , ui> with (i-4) < (k-- I ) is definel; and contains zero, and hence each loop 
operation (Ui* . . . , iqQi C HHA is defined. 
LelBI.RM 3.t. (u),, = CPU. 
Roof. The only possible choice for cl ,? is [PI , where cls(a) = U. But cts( [a j ) = u*tl 
by definition. ,
So kmp operations are, in sume sense. a generalization af suspension. We now 
can begin to answer the question: where does an clement in MBA “come from” 
in the spectra) sequence z&A ). 
Proof. The theorem follows immediately from the formuli 
which is veritjed by a straightforward computation in BA. 
f. The eschains % t B i i 1 E F&4 f’orrn a defining system far (u 
=HiSA. so<q,. . . , uk) is represented in E,cBn:) = Fb-4 by Z: 
The different#l a,, is equal to a,, and cIs(c~,~+~ ) = $, . . . , ui)n. Ttm (u, l . . . , t(,) 
is represented in /?@A ) by 
Consider the special case ui = N. 1 G i G k. Write CUP = Cu.. . . , ul. (In fact, 
Cl& may be defined with restricted indeterminacy, as in [ LZ) .) By Theorem 3.5, 
Cup is represented by Z i Gi ji2 II (u):;-‘fl. where <uyfi = 61, . . . , dn (t times). 
By Lemma 3. I and Theorem 3.3, k& = ok, the kth divided power of 
~94 = ci+. 
Now assume that HE4 is a Hepf algebra nd K is a Geld. Since ~,&I*u) 
= ( Ifi!) 0% far r’ < p = char(K) in a divided power Hupf aIgebra, we deduce 
We now turn to tupol@caf crsnsidcrations. The field K is naw to be 2,. Let 
P(X) be singular ck~ins of X with ZP coefficients, for a fixed prime p. 
hoof. By Adams 1 I ] . there is a map * : FC,X -+ C’,&X which indpp a coalgebra 
iscrmorphism on h0~~~ology. Thus the composite C rk X c FBC * X:---L I;‘C * SLY 
induces an algebra isomorphism in cuhomology. 
The spectral sequence k&Y) is just l$(C’), with C = C* QA’. We write differentials 
as d,. An immediate corollary to Theorem 3.6 is the following 
Proof. (a). Kraincs 1121 prows that (UP is defined and --flV’Q E (0. So by 
Theorem 3.6 we need only check that the algebraic suspension defied in 5 t corre- 
ponds to the tapoioqical suspension map He X -+ H*SN. This is proved in [Sj ; 
see also (7, $1. 
(h). Note thz t [o*wjj represents IV, since w --+ Ko*wlf is a chain equivalence. 
The result fotla~~ from comparing the algebra stnrctu res of NY 9 52X) and C *(.A’)_ 
We conclude this section with three examples showing the type of information 
the above theory yields. 
Excan~ple 2.suppose that u E H2n’+1 (X), p is odd, and (0 P%)F’ = 0. Then 
+(PP %) E H *(SK) is defined, lives to Egre_ t(X), and 
&zFnpk 3. Suppose (~1, r~, ~9 is defined and 0 E in, V, N+.. C HA. Then in E,( BA ). 
which may or may not be NO. These differentials are readily evaluated using Lemma 
2.1 and the results of this section. 
5 4. Two-stage bstnikov systems and higher homotopy associativity 
Fix a prime p and take bmology with ZP coefficients. Let &, = h’(Z,, PH) 
with m > 2, and let B be a simply connected spa-x. From the path fibration 
K +I m-l 4m 3 K, and the map f : B -P K, , form the induced fibration 
c assumef?, + 0 (so that P is not simpfy K, _ l X l?) and f*Lm G {# + K)> (so 
that ii=2p~, _ f = Oand SZPaK,_2 X 528 as topoiogical spaces). 
tor~sponding to the non-trivial relation n*f*bm = 0 we have RI” Tor$$? 
anrf hence qE q~(f$) C Hm -2(W) is defined. By elementary considerations 
thefe is -me z E H m -2(Stp) such that (Qi)*z = trn _ 2 and as is unique in 
H*(StP)/Sm(Qn)*. Since f*c, # 0, p(Rij n Im(S%r)* = @and (with a possible 
alteration by a non-zero constant) we have 
Theorem 2.2 immediately implies the Mbwing 
. If we let B = K(Zp, 2s) andf*c2d = (l,,)@, then Theorem 4.2 implies that 
14.5 
If P is a stable two-stage Postnikov system then Z&p) is a spectral sequence of 
Hopf algebras. Clark 13) proves that the unly possible differentials are d$__ t and 
5#-I’ and Catollary 4*3 shows that all of these occur, This is in contrast with 
the spec t fa1 sequence TorH 9x *H*%2X. In that spectral sequence, if X is a stable r- 
stage Pmtnikov system, then the Iargest differential which occurs isd fl-t-i 
Ne Ir.71). 
We cannot in general conclude that d k _ s [ipfl # 0, since for an arbitrary space 
B, E&R) can be very conlplicated. 
Suppose now that X and Y are associative H-spaces. Following Stasheff [ 19,2O], 
a map f : X -* Y is m A,-m2#9 if there exists a family of maps hi : I’- t X Xi -+ Y 
rt such that ht = f and 
Iff is an A,-map for al1 n then f is an A a -mup (of s?nmglj hum0 tupy mu Itiplica- 
tive map), and this is just the structure needed in order to induce a map S(f) : B.I1 
--* BY of classifying spaces. An element u E H”(X; ZP, is an A&ass if u may be 
represented by an A,-map X -+ K, . 
The spectral sequence Er(X) is sensitive to hamotopy associativity. Let g2 be 
the associative loop functor. 
Theorem 4.4. (Stasheff [ 201). Let X be a connected tqwk~gikal space with 
SI E N *($2X). I’Ren u is an A,-class if-and on(y ifd,[u j’j = 0 fcx each r < n. 
ff E#“) = E,(X), then each AZ-class is an A,, -class. This is the case for X an 
Eilenberg- ne space, or, more generally, whenever there is a morphism of 
differential algebras C*(M) --* N *C W) (consl&xing H *(s2X) as a differentiai 
algebra with zero differential) which induces art isomivphism on homology (see 
(4, Expoti 7 (Moore ). Thior+me 2.3 I). 
Proof. Apply Theorems 2.2 and 4.4. 
NOW let .B be a conrrected space and form the induced fibration 
ere f*c,, # 0 and f*r, E (j&)~. Then qfE Hm - *W is detlned. and Theorems 
4.2 and 4.4 imp!> 
Roof- Using Lemma 4.6 and Theorem 4.4 it suffices to show that & _ I lq-0 + 0, 
Letf%, =xt . . . xk + flylet. . . yk r. Then Z,y, t.. . yk IE(hf*(B)$+l and 
ere is some i with yi,t’ decompoisab1;. Then iheorem 
. . z I! a%*_~ 0. Thus we need only show that 
Ek _ 1 (P) to complete the proof. 
The map P --% B is a homeomorphism in dimensions less than HI, and R+/*(~ 
= 0 in dimension z. The induced morphism of spectral sequences R* : E’,I B) 
=d!$p) must therefore be an isomorphisrn i tota degree teszi than WI- 1. In tat4 
degree m- f , EJP) isZP- generated by Im(a*) and [qf 1. Suppose to the contrary, 
that 
U'7PX I . . . cP?~*~k~=dp forr<k--1. 
Then w = n” C, and CQ = ~a*xt 8 . . . Et a*xk jj in l$.(B). Hence [o*.q ti . . v II a*~,~ fl 
= 8 in E ,.(B). But this is absurd, since [0*x1 # . . . I o*xk 1 must represerlt 
x1 . . . X& St 0 by Theorem 3.8. 
fn generai, Theorem 4.7 cannot be extended ta sums without additional hypo- 
thesis. For exampie, if/+t,l= x1x2--x1x3 with o*q f 0 and a*.q = 0*x3 # 13, 
then 
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